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Check Me Out - art&science
Intensive project platform for art innovation, 
that involve new graduates and their thesis 
from all fields together with artists, for the 
development and production of new creative 
models and the experimentation of different 
exhibition display. 

Artists involved: Raluca Andrea Artea, Ubik 
Collective (Francesca Sarah Toich, Andrea 
Santini), Sara Zanella, Jessica Marangon, 
Roberta Santi, Livia Rescigno, Marta Brunetti 
(Marta Bi), Cristiano Polato, Giada Ottone, 
Serena Gomiero, Gabriele di Benedetto 
(Akab), Anna Marzuttini, Nilo Australi, Claudia 
Bernardi. 

Graduates: Carolina Camurati, Alessandro 
Ferraris, Nicolò Campitelli.

Italy, 2016/2017

curatorial practice



During the open talk on The expaded states of consciusness with the artist 
Raluca Andrea Artea, the graduate Carolina Camurati, the journaist of Wall 
Street International Donatella Benanzato, the curator.

Carolina Camurati presented his thesis about 
transpersonal psychology, which is into those phenomena 
of superconsciousness or "expanded" or "altered" state of 
consciousness as an opportunity to increase the 
awareness that we have about the things that surround us 
and about who we are, having experience, putting into
our body, our convictions, our feelings.

Raluca Andreea Hartea is the artist invited to work on 
Carolina's thesis. She presented "Emotive
Portraits ", a project with wich she studied the emotional 
dynamics of Stendhal syndrome, in the creation of 30
portraits / interviews of as many artists, through hypnosis.

During the presentation the public was invited to create 
empathy of people in the in portraits, through an 
interactive video installation.

Check Me Out - art&science

#1 - the expaded states of consciusness  

Graduate: Carolina Camurati
Artist: Raluca Andreea Hartea
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A scene of Volupta video performance, Ubik Collective.

Alessandro Ferraris presented his research on scientific 
paradigm, from the studies of Thomas Kuhn, wandering in 
visual / theoretical connections ranging from  Gestaltic 
images, touching the narrative by quoting Raymond 
Queneau and his Style Exercises. 

The UBIK collective are Francesca Sarah Toich, classical 
actress and writer and Andrea Santini, sound and digital 
media artist. they interacted with with two projects about 
how reality is changed in relation to the vision that 
everyone is projecting: Volupta and SkinScreen. Both 
explores the use of the body as a projection screen that 
transforms images projected into light costumes, creating 
a new interpretation of the originals.

Check Me Out - art&science

#2 - the scientific paradigm 

Graduate: Alessandro Ferraris
Artist: Ubik Collective (Francesca Sarah Toich, Andrea Santini)
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War and Nomos: Conflict, Space and Law in Carl Schmitt, a 
philosopher's book written in 1942 and intended for his daughter 
Anima to explain the origins of the world and of man. This was th 
thesi’s object of the graduate Nicolò Campitelli, that has become a call 
for artists for the realization of 12 artworks, presented in various 
exhibitions and now in process to become an illustrated book in the 
last stage of the project.

Check Me Out - art&science

#3 - War and Nomos: Conflict, Space and Law

Graduate: Nicolò Campitelli
Artists:  Sara Zanella, Jessica Marangon, Roberta Santi, Livia Rescigno, Marta Brunetti (Marta Bi), Cristiano Polato, Giada Ottone, 
Serena Gomiero, Gabriele di Benedetto (Akab), Anna Marzuttini, Nilo Australi, Claudia Bernardi

link of the exhibition event: http://www.fusionartcenter.it/portfolio/terra-e-mare-la-mostra/

During the open talk and the opening of the Call for artists, with 
the graduate Nicolò Campitelli, the giury of the contest 
composed by Vittorio Bustaffa artist and illustrator, Gianpaolo 
Fallani, director of Serigrafia Fallani (the oldest serigraphy in 
Venice) and the curator of the project.

Some of the selected works.
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